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Abstract. Just-in-Time (JIT) compilers for Java can be augmented by
making use of runtime profile information to produce better quality code
and hence achieve higher performance. In a JIT compilation environ-
ment, the profile information obtained can be readily exploited in the
same run to aid recompilation and optimization of frequently executed
(hot) methods. This paper discusses a low overhead path profiling scheme
for dynamically profiling JIT produced native code. The profile informa-
tion is used in recompilation during a subsequent invocation of the hot
method. During recompilation tree regions along the hot paths are en-
larged and instruction scheduling at the superblock level is performed.
We have used the open source LaTTe JIT compiler framework for our
implementation. Our results on a SPARC platform for SPEC JVM98
benchmarks indicate that (i) there is a significant reduction in the num-
ber of tree regions along the hot paths, and (ii) profile aided recompi-
lation in LaTTe achieves performance comparable to that of adaptive
LaTTe in spite of retranslation and profiling overheads.

1 Introduction

A Java JIT compiler is a component of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) [20],
which translates Java’s bytecode methods into native code prior to execution,
so that the Java program under execution runs as a real executable. Since the
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machine code is cached in the JVM, the translated native code is used for sub-
sequent executions of the method. The execution of the translated code avoids
the inefficiencies associated with the interpretation of bytecode. However, such
a translation incurs runtime overheads and hence it cannot apply aggressive
compiler optimizations to obtain efficient code. To overcome this, adaptive com-
pilation techniques, which apply aggressive compiler optimizations only on fre-
quently executed methods, have been proposed in the recent past [2, 11, 19].
Such adaptive compilation facilitates the exploitation of runtime program be-
havior through profile information for better performance.

Programs typically spend most of their time in a small set of paths and
optimization along these paths definitely yields performance benefits. In the
static mode of compilation, path profiles from preparatory runs of the program
are used for off-line re-compilation and optimization of the program along its
frequently executed paths. Several profiling methods [5, 6, 7] have been proposed
to reduce the time incurred in obtaining the profile information. In a dynamic
compilation environment, programs can be monitored for some time and the
parts of program which are expected to run frequently for the remaining part of
the execution can be optimized. This form of adaptive compilation of programs
exists in modern JIT compilers such as HotSpot compiler from Sun [14], Intel
Vtune JIT compiler for Java [1], and LaTTe [19]. These compilers retranslate
and optimize methods that are invoked more frequently (hot methods).

In our work, we plan to aid the retranslation of the hot methods in a Java JIT
compiler using intra-procedural (i.e., intra-method) path profiling information
gathered from a low overhead path profiling strategy so that the methods can
be better optimized for execution along the hot paths. The technique adopted
for profiling must have low (profile) instrumentation overheads and low profiling
overheads, since these constitute a part of the running time of the program. As
a consequence, sophisticated low profile overhead algorithms such as the Ball
and Larus’ efficient path profiling algorithm [6] or the efficient edge profiling al-
gorithm [5], which take significant time to identify profile points in the program,
cannot be used in dynamic compilation.

We use a profiling strategy called bit tracing [5] for generating the path
profiles dynamically. Using the profile information, we enlarge tree regions, which
are the units of optimization in LaTTe, along the hot path. For this purpose, we
clone basic blocks along the hot path which have more than one incoming edge
in the control flow graph to ensure that all the basic blocks along the hot path
are within a single region. This allows the optimizations to be more effective
on the hot paths in the program. The profile information is then further used
to perform instruction scheduling on superblocks [10] which are present along
the hot paths. Thus the major contributions of this paper are: (i) implementing
an efficient profile-assisted aggressive recompilation method for hot paths in an
adaptive JIT compiler, (ii) expanding regions to include all basic blocks of a hot
path, and (iii) superblock instruction scheduling in a JIT compiler framework.
Our initial results show that region expansion along the hot paths significantly
reduces the number of regions in a method, by a factor of 4 to 5, in all SPEC
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JVM98 benchmarks. This facilitates aggressive optimization along the hot path.
Our experiments with superblock instruction scheduling reveal that profile aided
recompilation in LaTTe achieves performance comparable to that of adaptive
LaTTe in spite of the retranslation and profiling overheads. This suggests that if
retranslation overheads, when retranslating again from bytecode to native code,
can be mitigated, profile assisted aggressive compilation methods could yield
further performance improvements.

Section 2 presents the necessary background on LaTTe. In Section 3, we
discuss the path profiling technique used in our implementation. Section 4 deals
with the recompilation strategy. Section 5 focusses on region expansion and
superblock scheduling performed in our implementation. In Section 6 we present
our performance results. Section 7 discusses related work. In Section 8 we provide
concluding remarks.

2 LaTTe JIT Compiler

LaTTe is a Java virtual machine [19] that includes a JIT compiler targeted at
RISC machines, specifically the Ultra SPARC processor [17]. The JIT compiler
generates good quality code through a mapping of the Java Stack to registers,
incurring very little overhead. It also performs some traditional optimizations
such as common subexpression elimination and loop invariant code motion [19].
In LaTTe, the basic unit of optimization is a tree region (or simply, region). The
CFG of pseudo SPARC code is partitioned into regions which are single entry,
multiple-exit sub-graphs shaped like trees. Tree regions start at the beginning
of a method or at other join points and end at start of the other regions.

In LaTTe, translation of bytecode to native code is done in 4 phases. The
details of these phases can be found in [19].

BYTECODE ANALYSIS: LaTTe identifies all control join points and sub-
routines in the bytecode via a depth first traversal.

CFG GEN: The bytecode is translated into a control flow graph (CFG) of
pseudo SPARC instructions with symbolic registers. If speculative virtual
method inlining is enabled, it is done during this phase.

OPT: In the third stage, LaTTe performs region-based traditional optimiza-
tions, along with region-based register allocation.

CODE GEN: In the final phase, the CFG is converted into SPARC code, which
is allocated in the heap area of the JVM and is made ready for execution.

Adaptive retranslation in a JIT compiler is used to perform the costly run-
time optimizations selectively on hot methods based on the program behavior.
In the adaptive version of LaTTe, methods are selected for optimizations based
on method run counts [15]. This is achieved as follows. When a method is called
for the first time, it is translated without any optimization and method inlining.
Each method has an associated method run counter which is initially loaded
with a threshold value and decremented each time the method is invoked. When
the method count becomes zero, i.e., when the number of times this method is
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invoked exceeds a certain threshold, the method is retranslated with all opti-
mizations and conditional inlining enabled.

3 Path Profiling Technique

In this work, we use a low overhead path profiling technique called bit tracing [5]
which is described below. The input to the path profiler is the CFG of a method.
The nodes of the CFG are basic blocks. We identify the nodes that are headers of
the method or loop headers (i.e., nodes that have an incoming back edge) or exit
nodes (nodes that exit out of the method) as store nodes. A store node stores
an encoding of the path starting from the previous store node to the current
store node. The store node then initializes the path string by inserting a ‘1’ into
it. Code to left shift bits into the path string based on the branch outcome are
introduced along the branch edges as depicted in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Path Profiling strategy

In Figure 1, block A is the store
node since it has an incoming back edge
(loop). Node A initializes the path string
to ‘1’. So now path ABEIJ has the en-
coding ‘101’ since the branch outcomes
at A and B cause the edges AB and BE
to left shift a ‘0’ and ‘1’ respectively, in
order.

The profiling technique employs two
registers: one to hold the path encoding
so far (referred to as shift register) and
the other to hold the address where the
path encoding has to be stored. We have
used two SPARC registers g6 and g7 for these purposes and these registers are
not used by LaTTe for register allocation or any other purposes. However since
these registers are global we need to store and restore them during each method
invocation. This profiling strategy has minimal overhead, as the instrumentation
can be added to the CFG in one pass and the profiling information gathered
needs minimal processing for hot path prediction. Lastly, this profiling method
gives more accurate information about paths than edge profiling methods [5].

Associated with each store node is a circular queue of size n to store the path
encodings of the last n recently executed paths. The choice of n depends on the
amount of history needed for prediction. In this context, we shall refer to this
strategy as n-MRET (n-Most Recently Executed Tails strategy). Apart from the
circular queue, a counter is associated with each store node which is incremented
each time execution reaches it. If the counter exceeds a particular threshold,
referred to as hotness threshold, then it implies that the paths originating from
the store node have become hot enough to be optimized. A point to be noted is
that the hotness threshold may differ from n in that the threshold determines
when to predict the hot path, while n determines the amount of profile history
seen for making the prediction. A store node stores the previous path encoding
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reaching it and then increments its counter. It then loads the store register with
the address where the encoding of the next path originating from it is to be
stored subsequently.

4 Recompilation Strategy

Our recompilation strategy is as follows:

1. During the first translation, when a method is invoked for the first time, the
method is compiled with no optimization.

2. Select hot methods for retranslation using method run counts. Compile these
hot methods with all optimizations including method inlining. Instrument
the method for gathering path profiles. This retranslation will be referred to
as the first retranslation.

3. Another retranslation is invoked once enough profile information is available
for hot path prediction. Use predicted hot path information for optimization
of method along the hot paths. Perform instruction scheduling along the
hot paths. Remove profile code introduced in the first retranslation. This
retranslation will be referred to as the second retranslation.

It should be noted here that in each retranslation, the translation is always
from the original bytecode to the native code. To retranslate from a previously
translated native code would require retaining many intermediate structures
which is considered to be expensive.

The first retranslation is used for two purposes: (i) filtering out methods,
called as cold methods, that are executed only a few times1 and (ii) allowing
for paths through the method to mature. In our implementation, the first re-
translation of a method is invoked whenever the method is invoked more than
certain retranslation threshold. The retranslation threshold is a product of hot-
ness threshold and a retranslation factor (referred to as first retranslation factor).
In the first retranslation, our instrumentation for performing path profiling is
done in the CODE GEN phase (refer to Section 2), before the SPARC code is
generated.

The second retranslation is triggered based on a combination of both method
run count and hot path information stored in the store node counter. More specif-
ically, the second retranslation of a method is enabled when either the method
run count or the profile count of a hot path in the method exceeds a thresh-
old value. The second retranslation threshold value is the product of hotness
threshold and a second retranslation factor. During the second retranslation,
the template of the newly generated CFG must match the CFG that was used
for instrumentation in the first retranslation. If there is a CFG template mis-
match, then the profiling information gathered would be rendered useless. Such
a situation could arise in the presence of virtual method inlining. We omit the
details here due to space constraints. The reader is referred to [18] for details.

1 However, there may be many cold methods.
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5 Path-Based Optimization

5.1 Region Expansion
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Fig. 2. Region Expansion

A tree region is a unit of local op-
timizations in LaTTe. Tree regions
have a single entry and multiple ex-
its. For example, in Figure 2(a), ba-
sic blocks A, B, C and E fall in a sin-
gle region. Similarly D and F are the
other two regions in the CFG. In
LaTTe, optimizations such as redun-
dancy elimination, common subex-
pression elimination, constant prop-
agation, loop invariant code motion,
as well as local register allocation
are performed for tree regions. Hence, bigger the tree regions, greater is the
scope of optimization. So, we perform region expansion based on the predicted
hot paths.

In our approach, using the path profile gathered, we duplicate basic blocks
that occur in the hot path, to ensure that there are no incoming edges into the
hot path. Thus, the region gets expanded and the scope for optimizations is
increased. We illustrate this with an example. Consider the CFG in Figure 2(a).
Let us assume that path profiling of this CFG yields the information that ACDF
is the most frequently executed path through it. Since LaTTe does region based
optimizations and basic blocks D and F fall in different regions from nodes A
and C, the path is not optimized completely with respect to the optimizations
performed.

In our approach, we clone the blocks D and F to create two duplicate basic
blocks D′ and F ′. Now in the modified CFG shown in Figure 2(b), the region
with header as node A contains the nodes A, B, C, D, E, D′ and F ′. Since now
the hot path lies entirely within the region, the path will be optimized completely
with respect to the optimizations performed. In order to avoid excessive code
duplication, we use a threshold called cloning threshold. Only if the store node
associated with the hot path has executed more number of times than the cloning
threshold, cloning is initiated.

5.2 Superblock Scheduling

The steps involved in superblock scheduling are superblock formation and list
scheduling [10]. It is in superblock formation that the profile information is put
to use. The basic blocks that are along a hot path are used to form a superblock.
The branch targets, which are predicted to be taken based on profile information,
are placed on the fall-through path of the branch. Then, the superblock is said to
be the sequence of instructions from one join point (a point where control enters
through more than one edge) up to the next join point. Superblock formation
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has an added advantage in that the predicted branch targets (along the hot
path) are not likely to miss on the instruction cache, thereby improving cache
performance. List scheduling [16] has been chosen as the scheduling mechanism
because it is efficient and at the same time, has a low time overhead. Instructions
are scheduled cycle by cycle, based on dependences, till all the instructions are
scheduled.

Certain features of our implementation of the superblock scheduler in LaTTe
are:
1. It is performed in the OPT phase of the translation (refer to Section 2 ) after

register allocation.
2. It schedules instructions for a superscalar processor.
3. In the current implementation, instructions are not moved above a branch,

since this requires live register analysis, which is expensive in terms of run-
time overhead.

6 Experimental Results

This section describes our experimental setup and reports the performance of our
profile-aided recompilation method. We consider the performance of our tech-
nique both with and without superblock scheduling. We compare these with the
performance of the original LaTTe JVM (without our profile aided retranslation
mechanism.)

6.1 Experimental Setup

We have used the open source LaTTe JIT compiler version 0.9.0 for our imple-
mentation [19]. Our test machine is a Sun Ultra 1 workstation having a Ultra-
SPARC I 167 MHz processor with 32 KB L1-cache (16 KB I-cache and 16 KB
D-cache), 512 KB L2-cache and 64 MB RAM and running SunOS 5.7. We used
5 benchmarks from SPEC JVM98.

We set the threshold values in our implementation as follows. The hotness
threshold, used in the first and second retranslations, of a method is inversely
proportional to the number of branches (bytecode branches) in the method.
Setting the hotness threshold this way facilitates early retranslation for methods
that have larger number of branches or paths. This threshold value is kept the
same for our profile-aided retranslation (for both first and second retranslations)
and for the original adaptive LaTTe. The first and second retranslation factors
(discussed in Section 4) range from 0.1 to 1.0. By tuning these factors, we can
control the thresholds for methods to become hot and for paths within the
methods to become hot enough for prediction.

6.2 Experimental Results

First we present the reduction in the number of regions along the hot path when
profile-aided retranslation and region expansion were performed. Table 1 reports
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the number of regions across which the basic blocks in the hot paths were spread
over before and after region expansion. In this experiment, we have chosen the
multiplication factors for method run count threshold in the first and second
retranslation to be 0.1 and 0.5 respectively. We used a hotness threshold of 20
and cloning threshold of 15. After region expansion, a hot path lies entirely
within a single region. The table indicates that our region expansion technique
significantly decreases the number of regions in which the hot paths lie by a factor
four or five times. Thus region expansion exposes more scope for aggressive
optimizations on hot regions.

Next we present the execution times of SPEC JVM programs in LaTTe
with and without profile aided recompilation. We refer to LaTTe with profile
aided recompilation as P-LaTTe. In this experiment, we have chosen 0.2 as the
multiplication factor for the first retranslation and 1.0 as the second retranslation
factor in P-LaTTe, as against adaptive LaTTe which uses the multiplication
factor 0.2 in its first retranslation. Further, in P-LaTTe, the hotness threshold
for the store nodes is chosen to be 20 and the cloning threshold is set to be
15. With these parameters, more time is given for profiling, and the second
retranslation is triggered only after “enough” profile is gathered.

The results of this experiment are mixed. We find that the execution times
under LaTTe and P-LaTTe (with and without instruction scheduling) are com-
parable (refer to Table 2), in spite of the retranslation, profiling, and cloning
overheads. First we note that the comparison between original LaTTe with and
without adaptive retranslation also gives mixed results. More specifically, in
2 out of the 5 benchmarks, original LaTTe with adaptive retranslation per-
forms poorly compared to original LaTTe without adaptive retranslation. Our
P-LaTTe with instruction scheduling performs better only in one benchmark,
namely 222 mpegaudio, and relatively poorly in the other four. Comparing the
execution times of the programs under P-LaTTe with and without instruction
scheduling, we observe that the benefits due to instruction scheduling compen-
sates fairly well, though they are not significantly high to result in better per-
formance compared to the original LaTTe. One reason for the improvement in
performance due to instruction scheduling being small is the fact that our in-
struction scheduler is a post-pass scheduler, i.e., it performs scheduling after

Table 1. Number of regions containing the hot paths before and after region
expansion

Benchmark Before region After Region
expansion expansion

202 jess 466 104

201 compress 165 44

209 db 181 44

222 mpegaudio 192 31

228 jack 506 105
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Table 2. Performance comparison with execution times: Original LaTTe, Orig-
inal Adaptive LaTTe, P-LaTTe, and P-LaTTe with Instruction Scheduling

Benchmark Original LaTTe Original P-LaTTe P-LaTTe
Adaptive LaTTe with instruction

scheduling

201 compress 88.07 s 85.94 s 90.30 s 90.01s

202 jess 53.71 s 52.22 s 54.97 s 55.48s

209 db 85.56 s 91.59 s 92.75 s 91.99s

222 mpegaudio 76.60 s 75.50 s 77.06 s 75.04s

228 jack 58.82 s 63.11 s 66.05 s 66.40s

register allocation. As in any postpass scheduling, register allocation introduces
anti- and output-dependences which somewhat restricts the parallelism exposed
by the instruction scheduler. Thus, we conclude that our results are encouraging
in the sense that the performed optimization results in execution times which
are comparable to that of the original LaTTe, despite the additional profiling
and retranslation overhead. To obtain greater benefits, additional profile-based
optimizations could be tried.

Table 3. Retranslation time for profiling
only, profiling with instruction scheduling

Benchmark Profiling Profiling with
only instruction

scheduling
201 compress 0.30 s 0.37 s
202 jess 2.21 s 2.59 s
209 db 0.47 s 0.58 s
222 mpegaudio 0.54 s 0.78 s
228 jack 3.02 s 3.80 s

In order to estimate the over-
heads involved in our method,
we measured the time taken for
the second retranslation. Table 3
presents the total retranslation over-
heads with and without instruc-
tion scheduling. The (second) re-
translation overhead without in-
struction scheduling is significantly
higher in two of the benchmarks,
viz., 202 jess and 228 jack. Note
that, in these benchmarks, P-LaTTe
performed relatively worse than adaptive LaTTe. The considerable retranslation
overhead comes from the fact that both first and second retranslations still
translate code from bytecode to native code, rather than from native code to
native code. Due to this, the performance gain achieved from our optimizations
is lost. We also observe that the additional overhead for performing superblock
scheduling is very low.

7 Related Work

Several recent research projects have focused on aspects of dynamic optimiza-
tion [4, 8, 9, 12]. Dynamo [4], a dynamic optimization software, attempts to
run a statically optimized binary faster. This system uses the Most Recently
Executed Tail (MRET) strategy [11], in which the path that is executed after
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a start of trace node has become hot is predicted as the hot path. Our n-MRET
strategy reduces the probability of noise paths (infrequently executed paths) be-
ing selected as the hot path which is more probable in MRET. Similar work on
profile-driven dynamic recompilation for Scheme makes use of Ball and Larus
edge profiling algorithm [8]. We have chosen path profiling over edge profiling
because of more accurate information available in the former. The theoretic and
algorithmic results, which may be used to determine when an edge profile is
a good predictor for hot paths and when it is a poor predictor, are discussed
in [7]. The efficient path profiling algorithm by Ball and Larus has a high in-
strumentation overhead though it has the least profiling overhead of all path
profiling algorithms.

For choosing hot methods, LaTTe relies on method run counts. Alternatively,
time based and sample based profiling can also be used [3]. The IBM Jalapeno
optimizing compiler [9] for Java uses sample based profiling for determining hot
methods for retranslations. In this case, the program counter (PC) is sampled at
regular intervals and this gives a more accurate measure than mere run counts,
since long-running methods with less number of invocations are also accounted
for in this strategy.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we have implemented a dynamic path profiling strategy for aid-
ing recompilation in the LaTTe JIT compilation framework. Our profile aided
recompilation mechanism and region expansion reduces the number of regions
significantly, by a factor of 4 to 5, which increases the scope for performing
aggressive compiler optimization on hot methods and hot paths. With profile
assisted compilation and instruction scheduling, our implementation performs
comparable to the original adaptive LaTTe in spite of the retranslation and
profiling overheads. Future work could concentrate on avoiding a complete re-
translation by retaining certain structures from the previous translation of the
method. Another future work could be on developing heuristics that vary the
cloning threshold for different paths, instead of a fixed (static) threshold value.
Last, using the profile information to perform other optimizations along the hot
paths could be explored.
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